
 
 

of grocery dollars are spent 

IN STORE 

Despite only 3% of grocery dollars sourcing from 

online, the annual growth rate is expected to 

average 25% year-over-year and projected to be 

worth $74B in 2023.

 

Online Grocery Pickup 
Accelerates Omnichannel Sales

Winter 2019

The line between online and brick-and-mortar shopping is becoming blurred, with grocery retailers making 
substantial investments in creating a seamless experience for shoppers.  The bulk of grocery dollars are 

still spent in store but the trend toward online is a fundamental change in the way consumers shop.

97%

Approx imate ly
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32.7%
of grocery budget spent online

 

Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

Brick-and-mortar retailers are making significant 
progress in closing the gap with Amazon

(e-commerce Buyers: % growth from January 2017 to January 2019)

Millennial online shoppers indicate spending the largest 
percentage of their grocery budget online

Average Online  
Grocery Shopper

Gen Z

37%
Millennials

40%

29% 207% 122% 256% 172%

Amazon Walmart Target Instacart Kroger

(Approximately what percentage of your household's monthly grocery spending is purchased online?)

Gen X

32%
Boomers

20%

Online sales of groceries are expected to triple by 2023

2019 Estimate 2023 Forecast

$33B
$74B
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Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

Almost half of online grocery shoppers are getting their 
orders fulfilled by pickup services at the store

30% of current grocery pick up shoppers plan to use 
more often in the future    led by those that currently 
only rarely utilize the service

(Overall, considering your level of usage for grocery pickup services, how would you rate your future usage?

(How does the online grocery service you typically use handle delivery of your grocery order?)

Pickup at retailer 46%

Delivers to my home via delivery service 26%

Delivers via service like USPS 18%

Delivered in another way 10%

A deeper look at online grocery pickup (OGP)...

I expect it to stay about
the same

I expect to utilize these
services MORE often

I expect to utilize these
services LESS often

Uncertain

54% 30%
5%

11%













Breakouts by current usage:
On rare occasion: 26%
Monthly: 11%
A few times per month: 13%
Bi-weekly: 9%
Once a week: 21%
Multiple times a week: 20%
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Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

While OGP usage is inconsistent with most utilizing on 
rare occasions, the majority of Millennials utilize 
multiple times a week 

(How often do you utilize OGP services for groceries?)

0
5%
10%
15%
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%
45%
50%
55%

On rare occasion A few times each
month

Monthly Bi-weekly Once a week Multiple times a
week

Millennials Gen X Boomers

Low frequency High frequency

Children in the household make OGP more appealing
(% of households that utilize OGP weekly or multiple times per week)

Households with children Households without children

44% 15%
Millennials have stronger preferences for OGP retailer

(What retailer is your preferred retailer for OGP?)

Millennials 24% 36% 11% 7% 22%

Gen X 33% 32% 9% 3% 23%

Boomers 28% 34% 10% 4% 24%

Generation No Preference Walmart Kroger Target Other Retailer
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Large trips
>10 items

OGP shoppers still make weekly in-store stock up and 
fill-in trips.  It is important to balance both in-store and 
online purchases.

Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

Never

1x per week

2x per week

3x per week

4x + per week

9%

54%

23%

7%

4%

7%

45%

30%

11%

7%

Fill-in trips
<10 items

(On average, how often do you make in-store trips?)

Fresh foods are a 
roadblock but 

consistently drive 
in-store traffic

45% of OGP shoppers have experienced out-of-stocks 
and most have been satisfied with the item's substitute

(Have there been occasions where the retailer is out of stock of an item for your pickup order and a substitution made?)

Yes 45%

No 47%

Uncertain 8% 51%
 of OGP shoppers state they are 

typically satisfied with item 
substitutions.  28% are neutral while 

21% had some level of 
dissatisfaction.
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"The ease of it. Someone else does my shopping 
for me."

Gen X
Intermittent OGP user

 

Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

Implications relative to the 4Ps

72% 
of OGP shoppers prefer to 

buy in store for certain 
products 

Top products for in-store 
purchase:

 Fresh fruit, vegetables and meat





Private label performing 
best with hard-to-
differentiate products like 
paper, trash bags, foil, etc. 
(similar to in-store purchases)

Challenger brands have 
substantial share versus 
in-store

53%
of OGP shoppers experience  
difficulty with finding the item 
they are looking for because 

of lack of relative sizing

What do 
shoppers value 
when it comes 

to OGP?

“It saves me time walking around the store to find 
what I need especially on busy weekdays.”  

Millennial
Heavy OGP user

"The convenience cannot be overstated.  As I am 
getting older it is harder for me to pull heavy carts 

and load them in my car."
Boomer

Heavy OGP user

"It's easy and I can track what I buy and have a list 
at my command to refer back to."

Boomer
Heavy OGP user

Pr
od

uc
t

Fresh foods are a 
roadblock for 

OGP but 
consistently drive 

in-store traffic

National brands 
are winning 

online but private 
label expected to 

'catch up'

Shoppers have 
issues with 
product size 

ambiguity when 
ordering online
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Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

Pr
ic

e
37% 

of OGP shoppers rate 'ability 
to track my spending' as 
extremely important in 

making service appealing

52%
of OGP shoppers state they 

refer to their past online 
orders always or sometimes 
when building a new order







New brand awareness
Build shopper loyalty
Advertise products

42%
of OGP shoppers state they 

always or sometimes use 
retailer's online recipe 

sections for ideas or to build 
their basket







% that always/sometimes 
use online recipes:

Millennials: 64%
Gen X: 40%
Boomers: 24%

33% 
of shoppers hardly ever 

make impulse purchases 
when ordering online 
(versus 5% in-store)

Buy now!

 







High quality images/appealing packaging
Feature as part of a bundle or complementary to 
what is being purchased
Ad on the retailer's website/app

 

In the online environment, a shopper
simply finding your item is critical.

It is key to focus on driving online traffic to your products 
both on general search engines and retailer websites.
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o
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Share of 
Search

Social media can 
supplement in-

store messaging

Many shoppers rely on 
online recipes to build 

their online basket

Method to trigger impulse 
purchases online

New era of 'eye 
level' creates 

latest KPIs
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Ways to Win with Online Grocery Pickup: 
What are shoppers asking for?

Winter 2019 Online Grocery Pickup

Facebook.com/AcostaSales

Twitter.com/AcostaSales

Instagram.com/acostasalesandmarketing

linkedin.com/company/acosta
© 2019 Acosta, Inc. All rights reserved.

Contact us at insights@acosta.com

Sources: Acosta Custom Shopper Community OGP Survey September 2019 and The Why? Behind the Buy™  Shopper Survey Summer 2019;  
U.S. Department of Commerce; Kantar Shopperscape ® Online Grocery Survey 2019; FMI Grocery Shopper Trends 2019



















Provide imagery beyond a single product image
Incorporate the ability to profile fresh foods (ex. ripe, firmness, etc.)
Increase accessibility of coupons and accept paper coupons
Replicate aisle or shelf/section virtually or visually
Eliminate ability to order out of stocks
Provide transparent pricing comparisons between brands
Allocate space for shoppers to make notes
Reduce product ambiguity via same-page drop-down box for 
various sizes
Supply a step-by-step guide or video for first-time users

 













Ensure orders are accurate
Ensure orders are accurate
Focus on OGP for grocery essentials and shipping for 
pantry/household staples
Guarantee products are not near or past expiration dates
Allow shoppers to select 'no substitution' when item not available
Direct order pickers to use their discretion for selecting highest 
quality items









Enable and encourage older shoppers to act on convenience
Increase impulse buys via bundling, ads, suggested items and 
social media
Ensure only relative/personalized cross-promos and coupons are 
being offered
Influence exposure of new brands/items via dedicated 
areas/pages, low initial pricing or matching with already in basket 
complementary items 

Interface & Functionality

Reach & Exposure

Quality & Ease
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